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Assemblage is art made by assembling
disparate elements - often everyday
objects - scavenged by the artist or bought
speciﬁcally.

Ryan Stonehouse
For my project I decided to use horse shoes,
nuts and some nails. My theme was to have a
rusty look since all the items were old and used.
The object that sparked my creativity was talking
about how cats cannot protect your house. So
that is why this item can be used to protect
against potential intruders. I had extra time on
my hands, so instead of glueing it i decided to
weld it all together for a dirty rusty look.

Shauna Stonehouse
To begin this project, I found the screwdriver and it
made me think of something human like. So I
continued looking for objects to make my screwdriver
into a dude. While I was doing this, I grabbed a few
extra things, which when assembled, resemble a dog.
The theme of my artwork is “everyday life,” it’s kind of
appropriate considering even going outside to walk
your dog right now is complicated.

Ryan DeFelice
This is my Pepsi race car. I decided to make a
Pepsi can race car from carriage bolts, washers,
nuts, tin snips, plastic for the windshield and for
the holes it took just using a drill, and also I only
cut my thumb once!

Haille Johnson
For my piece I decided to do a centerpiece. I
had this idea because my mom loves flowers
and always has one on the center of the table so
I made one out of 3 different sized old planters I
found, an old cardboard cereal box and fake
flowers that I found in an old art bin no one
cared about. I used paint for the planters and
cardboard so it was pleasing to the eye and hot
glue to keep the flowers and planters in place.
One particular object that gave me this idea was
a bin full of unused planters and the fact it was
spring so I made it colourful.

Angela Rutschke
For this challenge, I had a whole shed full of stuff from
the last owners of this house. This included plates,
wooden masks, a box full of old working calculators,
piping, the cutest little wine glasses, and old guitar
strings. The theme of my work is sharp pain. I called it
karma because when wrongdoers die, they get sent to
hell. I wanted to make it so these people look like they
are suffering. The wine glasses represent how alcohol
can weigh on you and calculators because of how debt
can weigh on you too. I wanted to put more into it but I
think this is pretty good. Honestly in this piece, the faces
and shards of ceramic plates seem pleasing to me.
Aesthetically the color of the wood appeals to me, and
the pattern on some of the shards of the plate. If the
roses outside were a bit taller it would make it more
pleasing i think.

Amber McNeice
For my project I made a journal from
scratch. We are always using
random pieces of paper to keep track
of stuff in my house and I thought it
would be nice to have a journal
instead of a million random pieces of
paper. I used printer paper, thread,
glue, cardboard and some markers
to draw the design on the cover.

